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CROSSROADS IN EARTH AND PLANETARY MATERIALS

Data-driven abductive discovery in mineralogy
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abstRact
Traditional pathways to discovery in Earth sciences rely in large measure on deductive and inductive
approaches, by which measurements and observations are made in the context of established principles
or testable, predictive hypotheses about the natural world. Vast, but largely untapped, Earth and life
science data resources offer a potentially revolutionary alternative “abductive” approach to investigate
Earth’s co-evolving geosphere and biosphere. We therefore advocate a strategic, data-driven program
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IntRoductIon
Discovery in Earth sciences relies to a significant degree on
induction and deduction—classic approaches to reasoning that
focus on the observation, modeling, and ultimately (one hopes)
predictive explanations of known patterns and phenomena in
nature. These powerful methods have proven successful in documenting and comprehending many aspects of the natural world,
but they are inherently inefficient at discovering new complex
patterns that require multivariate analysis of large data sets or
synthesis of diverse types of data. Consequently, recognition of
such gradual global processes as biological evolution by natural
selection (Darwin 1859; Beddall 1968), continental evolution
by plate tectonics (Wood 1985; Hazen 2012), atmospheric and
ocean oxygenation by photosynthesis (Holland 1984; Canfield
2014), and climate change (World Meteorological Organization
1989; Weart 2008) required decades of integrated data synthesis
preceding discovery and acceptance of critical Earth phenomena.
Today, the Earth and life sciences benefit from vast and
ever-expanding data resources in numerous disciplines—data
that for the most part serve the needs of focused communities of
researchers. However, the potential now exists for a revolutionary
integration and synthesis of these diverse data resources, leading
to an alternative “abductive” approach to investigate Earth’s coevolving geosphere and biosphere. A growing number of Earth
scientists thus advocate a systematic, data-driven quest for the
accelerated discovery of hidden patterns in data resources from
varied, interconnected disciplines (Fayyad et al. 1996; Hazen et
al. 2011; Keller and Schoene 2012; National Science Foundation 2012; Bolukbasi et al. 2013; www.earthcube.org). Today’s
scientific enterprises generate terabytes per day of new data, yet
these vast resources are woefully underutilized because they are
not linked into a single platform (see, however, National Science Foundation 2012). This “Outlooks” contribution examines
strategies for linking existing and new data resources†, as well
as methods for coupling integrated data platforms with existing statistical analysis and visualization capabilities. Thus, we

envision a new kind of open-access “scientific instrument” that
could transform the Earth sciences.

deductIon, InductIon, and abductIon
Most philosophers of science recognize two complementary
modes of logical reasoning by which many discoveries arise.
By most definitions, deductive reasoning begins with a general
premise that is asserted to be true, and then draws specific inferences from that generalization that must also be true. Thus:
Earth’s atmospheric oxygenation influenced the partitioning of redox-sensitive elements;
Molybdenum, rhenium, nickel, and cobalt are redoxsensitive elements;
Therefore, we conclude by deduction that atmospheric
oxygenation must have influenced the partitioning of
Mo, Re, Ni, and Co.
In deduction, specific conclusions represent a subset of the
initial general premise. Studies of the partitioning of redoxsensitive elements are thus conducted in the context of wellestablished physical and chemical principles, and they are not
expected to yield surprising or anomalous results that contradict
the original premise. Such efforts are critical to providing a solid
foundation for scientific progress by filling in gaps in what we
know we do not know, but they do not usually represent the most
efficient path to discovering fundamentally new phenomena.
The complementary inductive mode of reasoning begins with
observations of particular instances of a generalization, which
then lead to predictions of further instances of the generalization
(or to the generalization, itself). Thus:
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Each of the last five supercontinent cycles led to episodes
of enhanced mineralization during intervals of continental convergence;
B, Be, Hg, and Mo are mineral-forming elements;
Therefore, we predict by induction that B, Be, Hg, and Mo
minerals will display enhanced mineralization during
intervals of continent convergence.

